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COMINO WATERBLOCK
CMN-CVP-13
a high-performance fullcover waterblock for
Bittware CVP-13 FPGA board

Comino CMN-CVP-13 is a high-performance fullcover waterblock with a copper coldplate
designed especially for Bittware CVP-13 FPGA board. Waterblock is represented in a single
slot design, which makes it ultra-compact and it covers the entire PCB to cool FPGA chip and
power supply modules. This advanced piece of out-of-the-box technology will reconstruct the
common image of FPGA and turn it into a brand-new hardware masterpiece providing the
performance boost and stability.
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WATERBLOCK CONSTRUCTION

The common most critically overheating
areas – the FPGA and the VRM – are being
directly cooled with precisely channeled
liquid, while the water block itself is capable
of handling up to 500W heat dissipation. The
jet plate and fin structure framework have
been enhanced to provide proportional flow
distribution with least possible losses and
excellent performances even when used in
reversed water flow situation.
The combination of high-quality materials
ensures the best and long-term water block
performance: the base of the block is
manufactured of finest copper, body with
cooling channels is machined out of
high-quality polyacetal and the top lid is
lasercut of our stainless steel. EPDM
O-Rings secure the outstanding sealing.
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THERMAL DATA
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Core

Power Supply

Liquid temperature, C

Total pressure, Pa
Flow rate,
l/min

Temperature, C
Temperature, C

Inlet

Outlet

Inlet

Outlet

Drop

76.4

34.5

39.2

102830

101377

1453

1.100

49.9

8

12.7

102830

101377

1453

1.100

Max

Average

Min

54.5*

79.2

78

28*

52.7

51.5

*Expected chip temperature is lower by ~4С if Xilinx refined calculation model is used.
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THERMODYNAMIC RESEARCH
The set of serious thermodynamic calculations was taken in the RnD process, which resulted in
the range of impressive water block indicators and high-quality performance rates. With the
coolant flow rate of 0,73 gal/min (3,3 l/min) the waterblock shows an impressive 14° delta
chip/coolant and 57° delta power modules/coolant rate and successfully handles up to 800MHz
core clock rate with the board load of 320A (350W).

Measurement

Heat capacity, W

Control testing data

Δ (Core - Coolant
inlet) (°C)

Δ (Pwr supply av. - Coolant
inlet) (°C)

18.4

61.1*

dP, psi

1.45
0.291

370
Research data

Flow rate, gpm

19.55

44.1

1.15

* the average temperature of the cooled area
(the difference between the maximum and minimum temperature of the elements in the area does not exceed 13 °C)

This power load is stable up to 35°C coolant temperature which means you can get the full
performance of the FPGA without chilled water. This outstanding result was achieved using
unique deformation cutting technology to manufacture the micro-cooling fin structure.
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THERMODYNAMIC RESEARCH
PRESSURE DROP VS FLOW RATE

dT (CORE – COOLANT INLET) VS FLOW RATE

dT (POWER SUPPLY – COOLANT INLET) VS FLOW RATE
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SOFTWARE
The BittWare CVP-13 is powered by the Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+ VU13P 2E FPGA. Liquid-cooled for maximum performance,
the CVP-13 is optimized for mining cryptocurrencies. Customers receive units that have a special security key encoded onto it.
The key allows you access to additional private bitstreams.

AVAILABLE BITSTREAMS
Algorithm

SHA-256

KeccakSOON

ZenProtocol Keccak-ZPSOON

Hashrate

29 GH/s

24GH/s

24GH/s

Power Consumption

380 W

380 W

380 W

Coins

Amoveo (VEO)

MaxCoin

ZenProtocol

Variation of ±7% Mh/s is expected. Hashrate depends on the hashrate of the network and can be changed after particular
blockchain software changes. Comino doesn’t guaranty the hashrate rate it does guaranty its hardware stability only. There are
financial risks associated with mining cryptocurrencies. These risks can be related to changes in exchange rate of the
cryptocurrency or to changes in the algorithm that is used to mine the cryptocurrency. Please deliberate well before making a
purchase because we will not accept any requests for refund for orders.
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GET SOCIAL
@cominotech

@cominotech

@cominotech

CONTACTS
Website

https://comino.com

Email

info@comino.com

For more product information visit: www.comino.com
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